
 
 

 

 27 January 2022 

Open letter in response to Pongola Game Reserve/KLT Trust letter dated 10 Jan 2022 

regarding the ending of holding elephant populations on their property. 

It was no surprise to receive the letter stating that due to government policy and process the Pongola Game 

Reserve simply cannot continue to include elephant as part of their biodiversity mix anymore. The letter came 

to me from PHASA CEO, Dries van Coller and his covering message to the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and 

Environment is very appropriate and true. I need to expand on this subject somewhat however. 

Although I know the doyen of the Pongola Reserve and KLT Trust Oom Karel Landman personally, I have not 

seen or spoken to him for some years. He counts as one of the people I respect most within the wildlife sector 

and is a visionary and transformative thinker. He has many accolades to his name, and I can mention his 

meritorious work on the development of the Khomani San project as one such instance. For a man such as he 

to make so profound a decision regarding elephant on the reserve he has so painstakingly developed is indeed 

a wake-up call, hopefully not just for all of us in the wildlife sector who are all under such threats, but indeed 

to the Minister who Dries specifically addresses in his comments. 

It beggars belief that just a few short years back, under the leadership of then Minister Edna Molewa, the 

wildlife sector was seriously on the road to massive transformational expansion. The knowledge and skills, 

uniquely superior within South Africa, which had returned most wild species to land previously cleared of 

wildlife for traditional crop and livestock agriculture, was now to be geared to expand into another ten million 

hectares, specifically earmarked for transformation and upliftment. In just two-and-a-bit years, under the 

current Minister, disinvestment, disillusion, destruction and divisiveness predominate. The infiltration by 

animal-rightist protagonists into our policy makers and media has resulted in our “urban raised” Minister 

allowing decades of conservation and socio-economic development to swing into reverse.  

I absolutely commend the Pongola Game Reserve management for making this essential, but surely very 

disheartening business decision. It is their only way to preserve the other species and the jobs, lives and 

livelihoods of the people reliant on the reserve. The big question now must be, “what is next?’. Given that the 

Minister has made it clear that she only wishes to see wild, free roaming rhinos through her rose-tinted glasses 

in future, one has to ask how much longer those rhinos saved and protected by private enterprise will last. With 

her clear-cut intent to destroy any possibility of a reasonable return for the huge cost and personal risk taken 

by private rhino owners, mass disinvestment by them is imminent too. Given her own department’s shocking 

record with their “wild” rhino now that the truth is sneaking out, this species which seemed so secure just two 

years ago will certainly be made extinct by government policy. Kruger National Park, on her watch, has lost 783 



 
 

 

or 22% of their rhino, of which they can only say for certain where 250 went (to poaching) The rest are a 

(government) mystery… 

And what of our leopard population? This Minister has stymied the annual and very modest South African 

leopard hunting quota using Stalingrad-tactic like manipulation in her failure to deliver administrative justice. 

Surely it is time now for landowners to recognize that tolerating any leopard at all on their property is an 

absolute financial, and potentially personal, risk. It is time for us to ask whether there can be any burden 

whatsoever placed on owners, outside of properly proclaimed specially protected areas, to tolerate leopard 

occurring on their land at all. They are devastating to small and medium game animals, pose regular threats to 

pets and particularly guard dogs, and (although occasionally) are real threats to human life, especially children. 

If it is clear that no benefit will ever flow from having them, the time is now to declare them nothing but vermin. 

This Minister is welcome to look after “hers” in “her” game reserves. One hopes she’ll perform better than she 

has with rhino. 

We have attempted to engage positively and proactively with this Minister and her recent appointees, but the 

political intent is clear. Policy is being steam-rolled and decades of good work treated like dirt. We are being 

governed as subjects, not embraced as citizens. Selective engagements with minority representative 

stakeholders occur. Processes weighted to determine a pre-selected outcome by appointing controversial and 

conflicted deployees. Yet those with the substantial and proven ownership, contributions or experience to offer 

are side-lined in favour of those with the loudest voice or the inclination to cow-toe. Perhaps Ma Edna may 

never given us an easy ride, and always challenged us to present our best arguments and outputs. But at least 

she understood, as a country-girl should and a townie clearly doesn’t, that to eat a chicken somebody has to kill 

a chicken, and that in the wildlife sector, same principles apply… 

 

Stephen Palos   
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Stephen Palos - CEO 


